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The Gift : 12 Lessons To Save Your Life 
Author : Edith Eger 

Summary: 
This Practical And Inspirational Guide To Healing From The Bestselling 
Author Of The Choice Shows Us How To Release Your Self-Limiting 
Beliefs And Embrace Your Potential.The Prison Is In Your Mind. The 
Key Is In Your Pocket. 
 
In The End, It's Not What Happens To Us That Matters Most - It's What 
We Choose To Do With It. We All Face Suffering - Sadness, Loss, 
Despair, Fear, Anxiety, Failure. But We Also Have A Choice; To Give In 
And Give Up In The Face Of Trauma Or Difficulties, Or To Live Every 
Moment As A Gift. 

Source:https://www.amazon.com/ 



A Dubious Peace 
Author : Olan Thorensen 

Summary: 
A planet’s future is about to take a dramatic turn. 
Joseph Colsco, Mark Caldwell, and Heather Chen. Cast away by aliens onto a 
planet inhabited by humans, transplanted there by a second alien race 
thousands of years in the past, and for reasons unknown. Each of the three 
found themselves left naked on beaches scattered across the planet Anyar. 
Each struggled to survive as strangers amidst humans with technology 
centuries behind Earth’s. Each lived through years of adjustments, trials, 
dangers, and new lives beyond anything they could have imagined - or 
feared. The aliens who left them to fend for themselves wanted them far 
enough apart so they would never meet, assuming that as individuals they 
would have no impact on Anyar’s civilizations. 
Only now they have come together, and nothing will ever be the same. 

Source:https://www.amazon.com/ 



To Kill a Mockingbird 
Summary: 
The unforgettable novel of a childhood in a sleepy Southern town and 
the crisis of conscience that rocked it, To Kill A Mockingbird became 
both an instant bestseller and a critical success when it was first 
published in 1960. It went on to win the Pulitzer Prize in 1961 and was 
later made into an Academy Award-winning film, also a classic. 
 
Compassionate, dramatic, and deeply moving, To Kill A 
Mockingbird takes readers to the roots of human behavior - to 
innocence and experience, kindness and cruelty, love and hatred, 
humor and pathos. Now with over 18 million copies in print and 
translated into forty languages, this regional story by a young Alabama 
woman claims universal appeal. Harper Lee always considered her 
book to be a simple love story. Today it is regarded as a masterpiece of 
American literature. 

Author : Harper Lee 

Source:https://www.amazon.com/ 



The Great Gatsby 
Author : F.Scott Fitzgerald 

Summary: 
 
The only authorized edition of the twentieth-century classic, featuring F. 
Scott Fitzgerald’s final revisions, a foreword by his granddaughter, and a 
new introduction by National Book Award winner Jesmyn Ward. 
 
Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great 
American Read. 
 
The Great Gatsby, F. Scott Fitzgerald’s third book, stands as the supreme 
achievement of his career. First published in 1925, this quintessential novel 
of the Jazz Age has been acclaimed by generations of readers. The story of 
the mysteriously wealthy Jay Gatsby and his love for the beautiful Daisy 
Buchanan, of lavish parties on Long Island at a time when The New York 
Times noted “gin was the national drink and sex the national obsession,” it 
is an exquisitely crafted tale of America in the 1920s. Source:https://www.amazon.com/ 



The Canterville Ghost 

Summary: 
Despite warnings from Lord Canterville that their new home is 
haunted and that several family have fled form it in the middle of the 
night the Otis family chooses to go forward with their relocation. 
Almost immediately the Otis Family discovers that the stories are true 
and that their house is haunted by the ghost of Sir Simon. It is Sir 
Simon's intent not to share the house with anyone, but the Otis family 
is not like previous families that Sir Simon has scared off in the past. 

Author : Oscar Wilde 

Source:https://www.amazon.com/ 



我们致力让每一个孩子 
爱上阅读，乐于思考！ 
Where reading and reasoning  

can help your child succeed in life! 
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